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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Good afternoon. I’m Celeste Drake, Trade & Globalization Policy Specialist at the AFL-CIO. I invite you to take down my email address and Twitter handle.  Please follow me on Twitter.  I usually tweet a few times a day to share interesting articles and blog posts on international trade, investment, food safety, and labor and human rights issues.The AFL-CIO has 57 affiliates in a variety of sectors including manufacturing, services, transportation, maritime, mining, and the public sector.  We represent at more than 13 million working families in the U.S.  The views I’ll be discussing today are shared by the ETUC.  
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They produce concentrated gains for 
the 1%, but diffuse losses across 

those who work for a living.  Yet they 
require no compensation to those 

who suffer those losses.  

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
From NAFTA, to the WTO, to the more recent U.S.-Korea FTA, U.S. workers have experienced net job losses and wage suppression from our government’s neoliberal trade policy.  It’s a classic collective action problem: the benefits are concentrated amongst those who already have the resources to lobby for continuation and expansion of the current system.  As a result, the American middle class has been shrinking, and the bottom 90% of income earners have seen wages stagnate since the 1990s.  



Growing Together,  
Growing Apart 

Source:  EPI analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data. 1973-2009 1947-1973 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here is one way to show what has been happening in the U.S. economy.  Of course, this is due to neoliberal tax, labor, and regulatory policy as well as trade policy.  But our challenge is to reverse the trend.  The yellow bars represent 1947-1973.  This was the great leveling of the American economy in which growth was evenly distributed and helped the poorest the most.  We saw the rise of unions, the Civil Rights Act (protecting against race discrimination), the Equal Pay Act (protecting women), and more.  Workers gained protections and leverage vis a vis their employers and there were social norms that held the” super rich” in check. All that changed in the 70s.  We had the deliberate dismantling of the social safety net to the point that many in the Republican Party speak proudly of repealing the New Deal. The social pressure that had kept executive pay in check dissipated. As you can see, the bottom quintile actually saw their incomes shrink in real terms.  The second, middle, and fourth quintiles saw varying degrees of modest growth. Even the top 20% did OK, but not as well as they had been doing, But the top, well, it’s almost hard to believe it’s true—a 454% rise for the top 1/10th of a percent.  And the top 1/100th?  Well, it’s literally off the chart.



What’s gone Wrong? 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here we see what the decline in union density has meant to American families—and why we believe that unions are critical to the solutions we seek: Union membership rates and middle class incomes have fallen in tandem in the last 40 years – so employer attacks on unions are really attacks on the middle class.  



What’s gone Wrong? 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
U.S. workers’ share of national income is at its lowest level since the 1940s and is plunging – this is a global trend.

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?s%5B1%5D%5Bid%5D=PRS85006173


What’s gone Wrong? 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Meanwhile, the share of the economy going to corporate profits is soaring.



Growth of real hourly compensation for 
production/nonsupervisory workers and 

productivity, 1948–2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Hourly compensation is of production/nonsupervisory workers in the private sector and productivity is for the total economy. 
Source: Economic Policy Institute using economy data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, Labor Productivity and Costs program and Bureau of 

Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts public data series 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This slide is key. It shows the disconnect between worker productivity and worker compensation that is behind the global decline in share of income going to labor.  And the decline in the share of income going to labor is directly tied to the lack of demand, slow growth, and lack of real political power for workers vis a vis the business and financial sector.This decoupling has many causes and many negative effects – but its impact on union bargaining power cannot be overstated.  A case in point is the contract just concluded between Caterpillar and the Machinists union in Illinois.  Workers accepted pension elimination, reduced healthcare benefits, loss of seniority rights, and a pay freeze from a company that had just posted record profits.  



 
 
 
 
If the wage trend up to 1973 

had continued, the average 
salary for a male in the U.S. 
today would be $65,000 
instead of $36,000 
 
 

 Source: Dr. Salvatore Balbones, University of Sydney, 2011 

Wage Suppression 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here’s another way of calculating the same data:  If the US wage trend that existed in 1973 had continued, the average male salary in the US would be $65,000 a year instead of $36,000.   Our message to European workers is “don’t let this happen to you.”  If the agreement promotes fundamental worker rights, workers can counterbalance the power of capital and protect themselves.  If it does not, the race to the bottom could reduce wages, rights, and working conditions on both sides of the Atlantic.  



Trade Agreements Must Be 
Redesigned to Promote Shared Gains 
• Labor Chapter that is enforceable, includes ILO core 

conventions, and promotes collective bargaining 
 

• Elimination of harmful provisions that lock-in the 
deregulatory agenda (food safety, financial, 
environmental) 
 

• Elimination of provisions that limit a government’s 
ability to stimulate the economy, promote social 
justice, etc. (Buy American, conservation, DBE) 

 
• Promote and protect public service choices 

 
• Elimination of anti-democratic investor “rights” 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
These are illustrative of a larger list of improvements to trade policy supported by both the AFL-CIO and the ETUC.  A more thorough list of our preferences can be found online at https://www.aflcio.org/Issues/Trade/U.S.-EU-Free-Trade-Agreement-TTIP and http://www.etuc.org/a/11228.  



Why enforceable labor rights standards  
in trade agreements? 

Lack of Labor Rights protections can and 
do distort trade 
 

Countries with higher labor standards 
increase efficiency, innovation, and 
productivity (OECD) 
 

Only when workers are empowered to act 
collectively can they offset the incredible 
power of global capital 
 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Some countries make systematic use of non-observance of labor rights in order to create a competitive advantage; this process is encouraged and abetted by bad-actor MNEs.  Certainly, European companies must be discouraged from investing in the U.S. simply to participate in a race to the bottom.  



Possible Threats  
to Public Interest Laws & Regulations 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce wants to 
“overcome regulatory sovereignty” 
 

USTR Ambassador Froman wants to          
“go after regulatory standards” 
 

REACH program, labeling requirements, 
sustainable energy policies, and food and 
drug safety could be attacked 
Workers must be part of all standards 
setting bodies and processes 
 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The AFL-CIO and the ETUC are united in demanding that, if anything,  the TTIP should be used to raise standards, instead of moving to the lowest common denominator.  There is a real threat of regulatory capture in De Gucht’s proposal for a Trans-Atlantic Regulatory Council.

http://www.freeenterprise.com/international/trade-forefront-us-chamber-president-chats-ustr
http://www.freeenterprise.com/international/trade-forefront-us-chamber-president-chats-ustr


Possible Threats  
to Economic Growth & Social Justice 
The EU, BusinessEurope, & CBI want to 
eliminate local content & purchasing  
requirements 
 

Procurement standards requiring “green 
purchasing,” prevailing wages, and 
preferences for disadvantaged groups must 
be allowed 
 

US’s weak anti-trust model must not 
prevail 
 
 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/july/tradoc_151623.pdf


The TTIP Must Protect Public Services 
Public services play a major role in 
sustaining economic growth and reducing 
inequality  

 

Public services are already under threat 
due to misguided austerity policies that 
don’t work 
 

US’s weak anti-trust model must not 
prevail 
 
 

http://policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/publications/a-cautionary-tale-the-true-cost-of-austerity-and-inequality-in-europe-301384
http://policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/publications/a-cautionary-tale-the-true-cost-of-austerity-and-inequality-in-europe-301384


Extraordinary Investor Rights: 
Perhaps the Biggest Threat in the TTIP 

 Investors make no commitments in the agreement, yet 
reap most of the rewards 

 Are able to access unaccountable fora and substantive 
rights that domestic investors cannot 

 No net benefit for economies of ISDS (even a WTO 
study found no significant increase in FDI as a result) 

 It’s difficult to measure the legislative & regulatory 
chilling effect  

 But it is easy to measure monetary losses, weaker 
regulations 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Examples:NAFTA: Mexico paid Metalclad more than $15 million because a local government’s refusal to grant a permit to open and operate a hazardous waste disposal violated Metalclad’s right to “fair and equitable treatment” Occidental v. Ecuador: $1.77 plus compound interest totaling $2.3 billionPhilip Morris v. Australia, Philip Morris v. Canada: Tobacco, public health, chilling effectVeolia v. Egypt: many challenges, including a complaint about an increase in the minimum wageMore information here: “Recent Developments in Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS),” in IIA Issues Note No. 1, UNCTAD, May 2013 (http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/webdiaepcb2013d3_en.pdf).  WTO Study: http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/reser_e/ersd201013_e.pdf.  



More Resources on Trade 
From the Economic Policy Institute (Work on Jobs, Wages & Deficits): 
 http://www.epi.org/blog/signing-trade-deals-terrible-jobs-strategy/ 
 http://www.epi.org/publication/infographic-free-trade-agreements-

have-hurt-american-workers/#.UegMbFEshi4.twitter 
 http://epi.3cdn.net/fdade52b876e04793b_7fm6ivz2y.pdf 
 http://www.epi.org/publication/trading-manufacturing-advantage-

china-trade/ 
 

Other:  
 http://www.aflcio.org/issues/trade 
 http://www.etuc.org/r/522 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTXtOpNOYcU 
 http://democracyctr.org/new-report-unfair-unsustainable-and-under-

the-radar/ 
 http://www.citizen.org/trade/ 
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http://www.citizen.org/trade/


Questions? 
cdrake@aflcio.org 
jkirton-darling@etuc.org 
 Twitter: @cdrakefairtrade 
1-202-637-5344 
Skype: drake.celeste 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Thank you very much.  I’m looking forward to your questions.  

mailto:cdrake@aflcio.org
mailto:JKirton-Darling@ETUC.ORG
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